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PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM - GENERAL INFORMATION
Uniform

Named clothing

Personal possessions

A full list of uniform requirements can be
found over the page. All uniform, with the
exception of shoes, can be purchased from
the Stevensons College Uniform Shop which
is located on the school campus.

All items, including footwear, must be
CLEARLY MARKED with your child’s NAME
by a name label or laundry marker. Please
ensure all such labels are sewn FLAT and not
just on the ends.

In the Prep School, children should have
a fully-equipped and named pencil case
containing the following items:

Personal appearance

Prep School regulation PE and games kit
purchased from the Uniform Shop should
be embroidered with your child’s initials.
An embroidery service is available from the
Uniform Shop for a nominal charge.

Pupils are expected to take pride in their
appearance and we appreciate your support
in ensuring that your son/daughter looks
smart.
Hair
Hair should be tidy, and excessive hairstyles,
including hair dye, ‘tram-lines’, excessive use
of gel or similar, are not permitted.
Girls’ hair should be tied back so it is off
the face. Hair bands/ties should be in school
colours (maroon or navy blue).
Boys’ hair should be off the collar.
Makeup
Makeup is not permitted.
Shoes
Shoes should be sensible, allowing children
to run and play actively at breaktime,
but not trainers.

•

HB pencil

•

eraser

•

enclosed pencil sharpener

•

30 cm ruler

•

pair of compasses (Years 6 to 8)

•

protractor (Years 6 to 8)

Lost property

•

We aim to return lost items to their owners
swiftly, although if items they are unnamed
this may prove difficult.

s et of colouring pencils (in a named
pencil case)

•

safe pair of scissors

•

glue stick

At some stage your child may come home
with an item of uniform that doesn’t belong
to him/her. We would be grateful if you
would make sure it is returned to the owner
directly or to the school office.
Unclaimed lost property is laid out in the
foyer at the end of term. Unnamed items
will be given to charity if unclaimed.

Please do not allow your child to bring
Tipp-ex or spray deodorants into school.
We also recommend that pupils in Years 7
and 8 have their own medium-sized French
and Spanish dictionary.
All pupils in Year 7 and above will require
a scientific calculator. Please ensure that
calculators are named by engraving or by
using an indelible marker.
All watches must be named with the owner’s
name or initials.
Cameras, iPods and other valuable items of
equipment should not be brought into school
or taken on day trips as the school cannot
accept any responsibility for their safety.
Musical instruments are an exception.
Pupils may bring mobile phones to school,
but they must be handed to their tutor on
arrival and collected at the end of the
school day.
Borrowing other pupils’ kit without
permission is not allowed and will be
regarded as stealing.
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COLLEGE UNIFORM SHOP
A full list of uniform requirements can be
found over the page. All uniform, with the
exception of shoes, can be purchased from
the Stevensons College Uniform Shop which
is located on the school campus.

Appointments are predominantly for new
starters but some spaces are available for
current students. You will need to register
on the Stevensons website to book an
appointment.

Email: hurstpierpoint@stevensons.co.uk
Website: www.stevensons.co.uk

Ordering online

Opening times
Parents and pupils may drop in without a
prior appointment, however please respect
social distancing at all times whilst inside the
Uniform Shop.
The latest Uniform Shop opening times can
be found on the Hurst website:
hppc.co.uk/uniform
Term time
Mondays: 8.00am – 5.15pm
Tuesdays to Fridays: 9.30am – 5.15pm
Summer holiday 2021
To keep both our staff and customers
safe, our school shop will be operating on
an appointment only basis this summer.
Appointments can be booked via the
Stevensons website for an in store fitting.
Appointments can be booked between
Monday 12 July to Friday 20 August. Space is
limited so we recommend booking as soon
as possible.
The school shop will then open for walk in
appointments from Monday 23 August to
Wednesday 1 September (excluding
the weekend and bank holiday Monday
30 August).

Location
The on-site shop is located on Chalker’s
Lane, next to the Dance and Drama studios
(opposite the Prep School). There are
reserved parking spaces for customers.

School uniform is available to purchase from
the Stevensons website:
www.stevensons.co.uk
Postal options and Click and Collect
are available.
Over the summer we advise you to please
place your order by 1 August for home
delivery. You will be able to collect your
Click and Collect orders during the summer
opening hours.
Returns policy
Our industry-leading 120 day returns
policy means you can purchase now with
confidence, even if your child has a sudden
growth spurt before the start of school.
Stevensons updates
With current social distancing restrictions
likely to have a continued impact on the
flow of customers through the shop over the
summer period, we may have to revise our
operations to maintain a safe and efficient
customer service experience. So we can
update you on any changes we may need
to make, please register an account on the
Stevensons website if you don’t already
have one. This will allow the Uniform Shop
to legally contact you to alert you to any
unplanned changes.

Second hand Uniform Shop
The Hurst Foundation runs a Second Hand
Uniform Shop to raise funds which will
directly benefit the pupils. The shop is
situated in the CCF compound – take the
path that runs to the left-hand side of the
Drama Studio, then turn left through the
green gates and the shop is on the right.
Due to the COVID-19 restrictions and to
the size of the shop, only one customer at
a time will be allowed in. Please ensure
you wait in a line outside the shop,
observing social distancing. We apologise
for the inconvenience and thank you for
your patience.
Opening times
Term time
Mondays 8.00am – 9.30am
First Friday of each month 4.00pm – 6.15pm
Summer holiday 2021
Wednesday 28 July 10.00am – 1.00pm
Thursday 26 August 1.00pm – 4.00pm
Current uniform for sale can be brought to
the shop when it is open or left at any other
time with the Lodge. All uniform should be
clean and in good condition.

1. P
 rep & Pre-Prep
School
2. Climbing Wall
3. Outdoor Pursuits
4. Uniform Shop
5. Drama & Dance
Studio
10. Outer Quad
11. Senior School
Reception
(The Lodge)

In popular demand are blazers and sports
kit, especially house shirts. Sports equipment
such as cricket pads and body armour can
also be taken in.
Uniform Shop

Everything should be clearly labelled with
the seller’s name and address and should also
include a self-addressed stamped envelope
so that payment can be sent. 50% of the
proceeds go to the seller and 50% to the
Hurst Foundation funds.
For further information please email
shus@hppc.co.uk or contact the Second hand
Uniform Shop via the Parent Portal.
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PRE-PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR GIRLS
1.

6.

7.

2.

8.

Standard uniform
Girls may wear the Summer dress for the
Summer term and the first half of the
Michaelmas term.
Hair should be kept neat and tidy. Long hair
should be tied back using dark coloured hair
accessories.
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Polo shirt, maroon*

2.

Pinafore dress, navy*

3.

Tights, navy

4.

Cardigan, navy with white Hurst eagle*

5.

Summer dress, navy gingham*
(Summer term and optional for first half
of Michaelmas term)

6.

Ankle socks, white*
(to wear with summer dress)

7.

Fleece, full zip, navy with red Hurst
eagle*

8.

Anorak, navy*

9.

Waterproof trousers, navy*
(Years 1 and 2 only)

10. School shoes, black (or navy) with Velcro
(no trainers)
11. Legionnaire Cap, white with red
Hurst eagle*
12. Ski hat, navy
13. Scarf, navy (optional)
14. Gloves or mittens, navy
15. Wellington boots
16. Small book bag, red with navy
Hurst eagle*
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4.
9.

11.
5.

16.

PRE-PREP GAMES KIT FOR GIRLS
1.

6.

7.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Track suit, navy with red Hurst eagle*

2.

T-shirt, cotton, white with red Hurst
eagle*

3.

Games shorts, white

4.

Games socks, white

5.

Trainers (outdoors), preferably
with Velcro

6.

Swimming costume, blue*

7.

Swim cap, red and navy*

8.

Towel

9.

Small backpack, navy with red Hurst
eagle* (for PE kit)

2.

9.

3.

10.

10. Waterproof bag (for swimming kit)*
11. Name tapes
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PRE-PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR BOYS
1.

6.

7.

2.

8.

Standard uniform
Boys may wear shorts or long trousers for
the Summer term and for the first half of the
Michaelmas term.
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Polo shirt, maroon*

2.

Trousers, navy*

3.

Jumper, navy with white Hurst eagle*

4.

Socks, navy or black

5.

Short trousers, navy*
(Summer term and optional for
first half of Michaelmas term)

6.

Ankle socks, navy and maroon*
(to wear with short trousers)

7.

Fleece, full zip, navy with red Hurst
eagle*

8.

Anorak, navy*

9.

Waterproof trousers, navy*
(Years 1 and 2 only)

3.

9.

4.

11.

10. School shoes, black (or navy) with Velcro
(no trainers)
11. Legionnaire Cap, white with red
Hurst eagle*
12. Ski hat, navy
13. Scarf, navy (optional)
14. Gloves or mittens, navy
15. Wellington boots
16. Small book bag, red with navy
Hurst eagle*
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5.
16.

PRE-PREP GAMES KIT FOR BOYS
1.

6.

7.

9.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Track suit, navy with red Hurst eagle*

2.

T-shirt, cotton, white with red Hurst
eagle*

3.

Games shorts, white

4.

Games socks, white

5.

Trainers (outdoors), preferably
with Velcro

6.

Swimming shorts*

7.

Swim cap, red and navy*

8.

Towel

9.

Small backpack, navy with red Hurst
eagle* (for PE kit)

2.

10.
3.

10. Waterproof bag (for swimming kit)*
11. Name tapes
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PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR GIRLS (YEARS 3-6)
1.

5.

2.

6.

Standard uniform
Girls may wear the summer dress for the
Summer term and first half of the Michaelmas
term, until the October half-term. However,
kilts may be worn throughout the year with
a short-sleeved blouse with revere collar, in
summer if they wish. Summer dresses and
winter kilts must be worn on or below
the knee.

3.

10.

Small, round gold stud earrings are allowed
but must be removed for PE and Games. The
school accepts no responsibility for loss.
No other jewellery is allowed.
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Revere blouse, white, long or
short sleeve

2.

Kilt, tartan*

3.

Pullover, red with white Hurst eagle*

4.

Summer dress, navy gingham* (optional)

5.

Fleece, full zip, navy with red Hurst
eagle* (optional)

6.

Coat, navy*

7.

Tights, grey (for winter)

8.

Ankle socks, white (for summer)
(no trainer socks)

9.

School shoes, black, with heels no higher
than 2.5cm (1”) (no trainers)

10. Portfolio bag, navy and red with Hurst
eagle* (Years 3 & 4)
11. Rucksack, navy* (Years 5 & 6)
12. School scarf, navy* (optional)
13. Ski hat, navy (optional)
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11.

4.

12.
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PREP SCHOOL GAMES KIT FOR GIRLS (YEARS 3-4)
1.

2.

3.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.

8.

Short sports socks, white

9.

Hockey socks, navy with red and white
stripes*

Items marked 1 should be embroidered
with your child’s initials (available from the
Uniform Shop at a nominal charge).

10. Sun cap, white with red Hurst eagle*

1.

12. Swimming cap, red

Hurst sports tee, white with red bands
and Hurst eagle, XXV Hurst on reverse*
(Red sports tee is an optional extra)

11. Swimming costume, blue*
13. Goggles
14. Towel

2.

Fleece top, ¼ zip, navy with Canterbury
logo and red Hurst eagle*1

3.

Track pant, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1

16. Hockey stick

4.

Games skort, navy*

18. Mouth guard

5.

Showerproof track top, navy with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*1

19. Mesh gym sack*

6.

Base layer top (“Skins”), navy,
Canterbury or unbranded

7.

Base layer bottoms (“Skins”), navy,
Canterbury or unbranded
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1

4.

15. Trainers
17. Shin pads

20. Hoodie, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1 (optional)
21. Cycling shorts, navy (optional)
22. Waterproof trousers, navy (optional)

5.

6.

10.

11.

19.

20.

7.

9.
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PREP SCHOOL GAMES KIT FOR GIRLS (YEARS 5-6)

3.

4.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.

18. Hockey stick

Items marked 1 should be embroidered
with your child’s initials (available from the
Uniform Shop at a nominal charge).

20. Mouth guard

1.

Hurst sports tee, white with red bands
and Hurst eagle, XXV Hurst on reverse*
(Red sports tee is an optional extra)

2.

Fleece top, ¼ zip, navy with Canterbury
logo and red Hurst eagle*1

3.

Track pant, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1

4.

Games skort, navy*1

5.

Showerproof track top, navy with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*1

6.

Base layer top (“Skins”), navy,
Canterbury or unbranded

7.

Base layer bottoms (“Skins”), navy,
Canterbury or unbranded

8.

Short sports socks, white

9.

Hockey top, red polo shirt with white
side panels and Hurst eagle*

10. Hockey socks, navy with red and white
stripes*
11. Sun cap, white with red Hurst eagle*
12. Swimming costume, blue*
13. Swimming cap, red
14. Goggles
15. Towel
16. Trainers
17. Astroturf trainers
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5.

19. Shin pads
21. Sports holdall, red with Hurst logo*
22. Hoodie, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1 (optional)
23. Cycling shorts, navy (optional)
24. Waterproof trousers, navy (optional)

1.
6.

2.

7.

9.

21.

22.

10.

11.

12.
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PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR BOYS (YEARS 3-6)
4.

5.

Standard uniform

1.

Boys may wear shorts or long trousers for
the Summer term and for the first half of the
Michaelmas term, until the October
half-term. Trousers should be worn for the
second half of the Michaelmas term and the
Lent term.

6.

A short-sleeved white shirt with a tie should
be worn in the Summer term.
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Shirt, white, long or short sleeve
(short sleeves for Summer term)

2.

Shorts, charcoal*

3.

Trousers, charcoal*

4.

School tie, maroon with Hurst crest*

5.

Pullover, red with white Hurst eagle*

6.

Short socks, charcoal

7.

Ankle socks, charcoal and maroon*
(for summer with shorts)

8.

Fleece, full zip, navy with red Hurst
eagle* (optional)

9.

Coat, navy*

10. School shoes, black (no trainers)
11. Portfolio bag, navy and red with Hurst
eagle* (Years 3 & 4)
12. Rucksack, navy* (Years 5 & 6)
13. School scarf* (optional)
14. Ski hat, navy (optional)
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2.
7.

3.

8.

9.

11.

12.

13.
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PREP SCHOOL GAMES KIT FOR BOYS (YEARS 3-4)
2.

3.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
Items marked 1 should be embroidered
with your child’s initials (available from the
Uniform Shop at a nominal charge).
1.

Hurst sports tee, white with red bands
and Hurst eagle, XXV Hurst on reverse*
(Red tee is an optional extra)

16. Cricket trousers, white (optional)
17. Cricket v-neck slipover, white with red
Hurst eagle* (optional)
18. Cricket shoes (optional)
19. Sun cap, white with red Hurst eagle*
20. Swimming shorts, blue*
21. Swimming cap, red
22. Goggles

2.

Fleece top, ¼ zip, navy with Canterbury
logo and red Hurst eagle*1

3.

Track pant, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1

24. Trainers

Showerproof track top, navy with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*1

26. Hockey stick

5.

Base layer top (“Skins”), white,
Canterbury or unbranded

28. Mouth guard

6.

Base layer bottoms (“Skins”), white,
Canterbury or unbranded

7.

Multi PE shorts, white with Canterbury
logo*1

8.

Short sports socks, white

9.

Rugby shirt, red and white hooped
with Hurst eagle*

4.

10. Rugby shorts, white with Canterbury
logo*1
11. Rugby socks, red and white hooped*
12. Rugby headguard (optional)
13. Rugby shoulder pads (optional)
14. Football/Rugby boots
15. Cricket shirt, white polo shirt with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*
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4.

23. Towel
25. Astroturf trainers
27. Shin pads

5.

29. Mesh gym sack*
30. Hoodie, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1 (optional)
31. Waterproof trousers, navy (optional)
1.

6.

7.

15.

19.

20.
9.

16.

29.

10.
17.

30.

11.
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PREP SCHOOL GAMES KIT FOR BOYS (YEARS 5-6)

Games kit

1.

All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.

13. Rugby shoulder pads (optional)

Items marked 1 should be embroidered
with your child’s initials (available from the
Uniform Shop at a nominal charge).

15. Cricket shirt, white polo shirt with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*

1.

17. Jock shorts and box

Hurst sports tee, white with red bands
and Hurst eagle, XXV Hurst on reverse*
(Red tee is an optional extra)

14. Football/Rugby boots

16. Cricket trousers, white
18. Cricket v-neck slipover, white with red
Hurst eagle* (optional)

2.

Fleece top, ¼ zip, navy with Canterbury
logo and red Hurst eagle*1

3.

Track pant, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1

4.

Showerproof track top, navy with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*1

22. Swimming cap, red

5.

Base layer top (“Skins”), white,
Canterbury or unbranded

24. Towel

6.

Base layer bottoms (“Skins”), white,
Canterbury or unbranded

26. Astroturf trainers

7.

Multi PE shorts, white with Canterbury
logo*1

28. Shin pads

8.

Short sports socks, white

9.

Rugby shirt, red and white hooped
with Hurst eagle*1

10. Rugby shorts, white with Canterbury
logo*1
11. Rugby socks, red and white hooped*
12. Rugby headguard (optional)
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19. Cricket shoes (optional)
20. Sun cap, white with red Hurst eagle*

2.

21. Swimming shorts, blue*
23. Goggles
25. Trainers
27. Hockey stick
29. Mouth guard
30. Sports holdall, red with Hurst logo*
31. Hoodie, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1 (optional)
32. Waterproof trousers, navy (optional)

3.

4.

10.

20.

11.

21.

5.

30.

15.
6.

31.

7.

9.

16.

18.
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PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR GIRLS (YEARS 7-8)
1.

8.

2.

9.

Standard uniform
Girls must always have their blazers in school.
Small, round gold stud earrings are allowed
but must be removed for PE and Games.
Girls in Years 7 and 8 may also wear one
simple metal bracelet and necklace
(no beads) and one small ring. The school
accepts no responsibility for loss.

3.

10.

All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
1.

Revere blouse, white, long or
short sleeve

2.

Senior skirt, tartan*

3.

Pullover, red with white Hurst eagle*

4.

Blazer, navy with red Hurst eagle*

5.

Tights, navy (for winter)

6.

Ankle socks, white (for summer)
(no trainer socks)

7.

School shoes, black, with heels no higher
than 2.5cm (1”) (no trainers)

8.

Fleece, full zip, navy with red Hurst
eagle* (optional)

9.

Coat, navy* (optional)

10. School scarf, navy* (optional)
11. Ski hat, navy (optional)
12. Rucksack, navy*
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11.
4.

12.
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PREP SCHOOL GAMES KIT FOR GIRLS (YEARS 7-8)
1.

2.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.

15. Towel

Items marked 1 should be embroidered
with your child’s initials (available from the
Uniform Shop at a nominal charge).

17. Astroturf trainers

1.

Hurst sports tee, white with red bands
and Hurst eagle, XXV Hurst on reverse*
(Red tee is an optional extra)

16. Trainers
18. Hockey stick
19. Shin pads
20. Mouth guard
21. Sports holdall, red with Hurst logo*

2.

Fleece top, ¼ zip, navy with Canterbury
logo and red Hurst eagle*1

22. Hoodie, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1 (optional)

3.

Track pant, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1

23. Cricket trousers, white
(hardball players only)

4.

Games skort, navy with Canterbury
logo*1

24. Cycling shorts, navy (optional)

5.

Showerproof track top, navy with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*1

6.

Base layer top (“Skins”), navy,
Canterbury or unbranded

7.

Base layer bottoms (“Skins”), navy,
Canterbury or unbranded

8.

Short sports socks, white

9.

Hockey top, red polo shirt with white
side panels and Hurst eagle*

10. Hockey socks, navy with red and white
stripes*
11. Sun cap, white with red Hurst eagle*
12. Swimming costume, one-piece
and school/age appropriate
13. Swimming cap, red
14. Goggles
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3.

25. Waterproof trousers, navy (optional)

4.

5.

6.

21.

22.

7.

9.

23.

10.

11.
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PREP SCHOOL UNIFORM FOR BOYS (YEARS 7-8)
1.

2.

5.

6.

Standard uniform
Boys should wear long trousers all year
round.
A short-sleeved white shirt with a tie should
be worn in the Summer term.

8.

3.

Boys must always have their blazers in school.
All items marked * must be obtained from
the college shop.
1.

Shirt, white, long or short sleeve
(short sleeves for Summer term)

2.

Trousers, charcoal*

3.

School tie, maroon with Hurst crest*

4.

Pullover, red with white Hurst eagle*

5.

Blazer, navy with red Hurst eagle*

6.

Short socks, charcoal

7.

School shoes, black (no trainers)

8.

Fleece, full zip, navy with red Hurst
eagle* (optional)

9.

Coat* (optional)

9.

4.

10. School scarf* (optional)
11. Ski hat, navy (optional)
12. Rucksack, navy*
10.
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11.

12.
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PREP SCHOOL GAMES KIT FOR BOYS (YEARS 7-8)
1.

2.

Games kit
All items marked * must be obtained from
the College Uniform Shop.
Items marked 1 should be embroidered
with your child’s initials (available from the
Uniform Shop at a nominal charge).

14. Football/Rugby boots
15. Cricket shirt, white polo shirt with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*
16. Cricket trousers, white with
Canterbury logo

Hurst sports tee, white with red bands
and Hurst eagle, XXV Hurst on reverse*
(Red tee is an optional extra)

17. Jock shorts and box

2.

Fleece top, ¼ zip, navy with Canterbury
logo and red Hurst eagle*1

19. Cricket shoes (optional)

3.

Track pant, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1

4.

Showerproof track top, navy with
Canterbury logo and red Hurst eagle*1

5.

Base layer top (“Skins”), white,
Canterbury or unbranded

6.

Base layer bottoms (“Skins”), white,
Canterbury or unbranded

25. Trainers

7.

Multi PE shorts, white with Canterbury
logo*1

27. Hockey stick

8.

Short sports socks, white

29. Mouth guard

9.

Rugby shirt, red and white hooped
with Hurst eagle*

30. Sports holdall, red with Hurst logo*

1.

10. Rugby shorts, white with Canterbury
logo*1
11. Rugby socks, red and white hooped*
12. Rugby headguard (optional)
13. Rugby shoulder pads (optional)
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18. Cricket v-neck slipover, white with red
Hurst eagle* (optional)

3.

20. Sun cap, white with red Hurst eagle*
21. Swimming shorts/trunks, school/age
appropriate
22. Swimming cap, red
23. Goggles
24. Towel
26. Astroturf trainers
28. Shin pads

31. Hoodie, navy with Canterbury logo
and red Hurst eagle*1 (optional)
32. Waterproof trousers, navy (optional)

4.

5.

11.

30.

6.
15.

31.

7.

16.

9.

18.

10.

20.
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HURSTPIERPOINT COLLEGE
COLLEGE LANE, HURSTPIERPOINT, WEST SUSSEX BN6 9JS
hppc.co.uk
@Hurst_Prep |

I

T: 01273 834975

@Hurst_College |

@Hurst_College

